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A taste of poverty: SLUH’s first Hunger Banquet
Chris Brennan and Kevin Casey
Core Staff

S

t. Louis U. High students and faculty participated in a Hunger Banquet
Thursday to raise their awareness about
hunger in the United States and throughout the world.
The specifics of the event were not
disclosed until the actual event. Differently
colored meal tickets corresponding to different meals were distributed randomly in
homeroom. With limited knowledge of the
event, students were called down to the
gymnasium in waves of blue, gold, and green
meal tickets.
	In a speech over the P.A. before the banquet, Schenkenberg explained, “This is not an

exercise to blame anyone. We certainly know
that you young people are not responsible
for the imbalance in our world around such
things as hunger.” She encouraged students
to “imagine the gym as a microcosm of the
world. There are privileged people in the
world, and those who are fairly helpless
in their lives. Today we will take our place
among them.”
After entering the gymnasium, students
were directed to food serving tables according
to the color of their ticket. Faculty members
served the small blue group a chicken, rice,
brownies, and soda meal, while the gold
group received red beans and rice, applesauce, and orange juice. The green group,
which comprised most of the school, received
only a cup of water and a small bowl of white
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SLUH celebrated Ash
Wednesday this week with
an all-school liturgy. At
left, Michael Marchlewski, S.J., gives his homily
at the Ash Wednesday liturgy. Marchlewski spoke
about the sacrifices of
several Jesuits throughout
the ages, and challenged
the congregation to respect the dignity of all
humans.

rice.

Distributors told students not to eat their
food until all had been served. Students and
faculty shuffled into their places: the blue
group seated around tables near the Danis
Lobby, the gold group in folding chairs along
the sides of the gym, and the green group
crowded together in the center of the floor.
Students watched a video presentation
featuring various facts about hunger throughout the world and in the United States. The
video, put together by math teacher Frank
Corley, consisted of quotes from scripture,
statistics about the large population of people
experiencing hunger, and pictures of the

see HUNGER, 12

Six students
caught stealing
from cafeteria
storage room
Jim Santel
Editor in Chief

S

ix students have been punished after
being caught on camera stealing from
the Food Service storage room in unrelated incidents occurring since Christmas
Break, Assistant Principal for Student
Welfare H. Eric Clark said.
The students, who Clark said represent
all four class years, stole food and beverages
from the storage room, which is located
behind the cafeteria by the loading dock.
Clark estimated the value of items stolen at
$25 to $30.
According to Clark, two students were
caught with the aid of video cameras installed
in response to reports from Food Service

see THEFT, 14
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School fields over 12 applicants M a j e r u s
in search for new principal
flap raises
questions
at
SLUH
M
Jim Santel
Editor in Chief

ore than a dozen candidates have applied to be St. Louis U. High’s next
principal, and the school hopes to select
a replacement by spring break, Principal
Search Committee Chair Robert Bannister
said last week.
A four-person search committee consisting of theology teachers Jim Knapp,
S.J. and Jim Linhares and Board of Trustees
members Tom Keeline and John Wunderlich
has been formed to evaluate the candidates.
Bannister said a group of about 20 faculty
and staff members representing SLUH’s
major departments and separate panels of
students and parents have also been formed
to provide additional input.
The search committee plans to select
three or four finalists based on the qualities
outlined in an ad SLUH placed in publica-

tions like the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, St.
Louis American, and America. These include
a Catholic faith “with demonstrated commitment to the principles of Jesuit education,”
at least a Master’s degree, and the “capacity to develop a vision for the school on all
levels: academic, co-curricular, service,
religious.”
President David Laughlin said the search
committee is currently “going through the
applications and looking at candidates they
want to ask clarifying questions on.” The
committee will attempt to question candidates in person, but this may be difficult,
according to Bannister, as the applicant pool
is geographically diverse.
	Once the committee has selected a
number of strong candidates, the school will
invite them to spend a day at SLUH, giving
the panels of students, parents, and faculty

see SEARCH, 14

Next phase of V2K
begins in basement

56 inches wide, on top of which lockers will
be placed. The football hangers have been
moved to the Cashbah storage room, where
t. Louis U. High has started recon- SLUH plans to put in 12 new light fixtures,
structing the football hanger room a dehumidifier, and new paint.
into a new locker room as part of Vision
“All this is is a bunch of progress,” said
2000 (V2K), in preparation for the new Rankin.
school entrance, gym, and cafeteria. The
Beginning in the hanger room, the curreconstruction of the
rent reconstruction
hanger room will
consists of three main
cost around $14,000,
phases. Phase one
Director of Facilities
is the three-to-fourJoe Rankin said.
week step of pour“The whole proing concrete in the
cess has been started,
hanger room for a new
and they started in the
gym hallway and into
hanger room,” said
forms.
Athletic Director RichPhase two, which
ard Wehner.
should begin in June
The newly gutted hanger room awaits the arrival
of lockers.
Workers from
2008, is the moving
Orth Concrete, a concrete contractor, have of 110 lockers from the current locker room
stripped the floor of the hanger room, laid by Berthold Avenue to the new locker room
down some gravel, and are now setting up and the addition of 30 extra lockers.
wooden planks to create forms, concrete
Phase three will have the three walls
blocks about 20 inches high and 28 inches or
see BIG DIG, 14

Ben Kim
Reporter

S
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Peter Mackowiak
Core Staff

S

t. Louis University basketball coach
Rick Majerus recently spoke publicly
in favor of abortion rights and stem-cell
research, causing controversy in the St.
Louis Catholic community. The incident
raises questions as to SLUH faculty members’ moral obligations at private and public levels to the school.
Michael Marchlewski, S.J., said there is
no difference between the moral obligations
of teachers at SLU and SLUH, as both belong
to the Catholic Church. The Church’s positions against abortion and stem-cell research
“come from basic Church doctrine. It’s not
a matter of which bishop or diocese but of
the Fifth Commandment,” he said.
SLUH’s contract, which each faculty
member signs, states that they will “act in
good faith and in the best interest of SLUH
… in accordance with the school’s philosophy.”
“As a Catholic high school, part of our
mission is to support and educate the teachings of the Church. … We have to know that
we represent the Catholic Church in how we
form our students, and that we engage people
in conversation surrounding moral topics to
help them understand the teachings,” said
President David Laughlin.
Theology chair Jim Linhares said informal moral discussion is a good characteristic
of SLUH as a Jesuit school, but that faculty
should not oppose Church moral teachings
in context of their professional role, either in
the classroom or at other SLUH-sponsored
functions. “One of the hallmarks of SLUH
is that we have thoughtful, engaged people
who talk about moral topics. But as a teacher,
you can’t put your desire to share differences
(with the Church’s positions) above the mission of forming consciences,” he said.
“I would expect any teacher here to be
loyal to the truth we represent when in the

see MAJERUS, 13
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King,’08, addresses support for homosexuals at SLUH
To the editors:
Where did we all go? As I sit here listening to the soundtrack of
Priscilla, Queen of the Desert, I can’t help but wonder what happened to gays at SLUH. You know, my freshman year, there were
four openly-gay men (myself included) attending SLUH. We had a
reasonably active Safe Space group, a secretive support group for
anyone who wanted to attend. It served the gay community well
as a Gay-Straight Alliance in my opinion (though it was not only a
GSA) but only as long as there were students who understood how
to use it to address their concerns.
That spring, a group of about three students which my friends
and I came to know affectionately as the “April Seniors” came out
to their classmates. There was an active gay life (i.e. activist not
sex) at SLUH. Then, in one year, every single openly gay student
besides me either graduated or left for other reasons. There was no
one but Father Harrison left who knew anything significant about
the direction of the gay “movement” at SLUH because he had been
involved in almost every major step. There were no other students
with whom I could compare my feelings or concerns, I had no grasp
of what really needed to be done, and the movement fell apart.
Now, to my knowledge, I am once again the only openly gay
man left. It is possible that the fiasco from November of 2003 (check
the letters to the editor in the Prep News archives) led to a secret
attempt to screen out the gays during the freshman interviews to
avoid any problem up front. That, however, seems improbable to
me because I got through and, let’s face it, I don’t hide it that well.

Maybe they’ve begun to put degayification chemicals in the lemonade at Direction Day, but I was there this year and I still haven’t
gone straight. The probability that there are gay men at SLUH hasn’t
suddenly gone down (fingers crossed) so there should still be gay
men out there. I am not so sheltered as to think that only one in a
group of 1000 boys is homosexual.
	If this is true, then why don’t I know about more openly gay
men at SLUH? The freshmen I advised this past semester still say
“That’s so gay” and every once in a while I hear a “Quit being a
fag,” in the hallways. Prejudice still exists and, if my experience is
an indicator, will continue to exist in the hallways of SLUH. I worry
that without a prominent figure of gay advocacy some boys will feel
isolated because of some seemingly unspeakable difference. Fr. Harrison used to be able to help them as an adept and knowledgeable
advocate for gay students. Where will the future gays of SLUH go
for help to come to a mature understanding of their sexuality? Do we
need another support organization which would now be specifically
for the homosexuals of SLUH? These are my main questions.
All of the previous outlets are lost, unknown, or obsolete,
obscurity being the main issue. The safe-space group was only
advertised in a letter home to our parents at the beginning of each
year. We also used word-of-mouth, but the obvious problems associated with asking random kids if they were struggling with their
sexual orientation made things difficult. We couldn’t make posters
about how we were there to help gay boys because some overly-

see KING, 13

Homan, ’08, encourages
Editorial
students to go without fast Students and organizers deserve
praise for Hunger Banquet
food in February
To the editors:

This Wednesday, we entered the season of Lent. Throughout
grade school, most of us were asked to give up something during
Lent, something like chocolate, video games, or excessive television.
During Lent, Pax Christi invites you to participate in a challenge:
Fast Food Free February. In this fast, we can do more than simply
be healthier; we will be actively building the kingdom of God and
preparing for Christ.
Fast food is not only bad for your body, but it is bad for our
community, the body of Christ. The fast food industry is one of great
waste. Each day, thousands of trees are cut down for McDonald’s
food wrappers. Each day, Burger King pays workers a cent per pound
of tomatoes picked. Each day, the bottled water served at Subway
is stolen from the impoverished communities of El Salvador then
sold back to them at outlandish prices. We all read (or at least were
supposed to have read) Nickled and Dimed over the summer and
know the low wages of workers.
But Lent is not just about giving up something and Catholic

see HOMAN, 13

By any standard, we at SLUH are privileged. We have access
to an excellent education, profound relationships, and wonderful
facilities on a daily basis. Of course, it’s easy to take our blessings
for granted. Yesterday’s Hunger Banquet was an excellent reminder
of the many gifts we’ve been given, one that was surprisingly wellreceived by the student body.
News of the banquet, which demonstrated the uneven distribution
of food globally, was met at the beginning of the week with derision
and complaints amongst the student body. Yet once students had
filed into the gym and seen startling images and figures of poverty,
a reverent silence filled the gym. Few complaints could be heard,
whether from one of the few who were served a full meal of chicken,
rice, and soda or one of the hundreds seated on the gym floor with
a small dish of rice. Students and faculty grasped the gravity of the
banquet’s message: we are blessed, and we must do our part to help
those who are not.
The banquet organizers deserve recognition for making this
point so clearly and powerfully, and all participants deserve credit
for approaching the banquet with respect and with minds and hearts
open to the message of gratitude and humility.
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Mock Trial competes with conviction
in eighth place.
	In Mock Trial, two lawyers grade individual performances on a scale of one to ten,
while a third judges which team he believes
performed better. There is no verdict based on
the evidence presented and theories proven.
Instead, teams are rated on how well they
presented the evidence and how well the
theories were proven.
The varsity trial was highlighted by a 10
out of 10 scored by senior Chris Brown on
his cross-examination and a nine out of 10
scored by fellow senior Michael Mulligan,
who gave the court a laugh when the judge
caught him with notes written on his hand.
Each witness scored at least a nine or higher.
Junior Zach Stauder delivered a powerful
opening statement that drew one judge to describe his work as, “Excellent! Fantastic!”
	On an incredibly rare occasion, the JV
trial lasted an hour shorter than the other
trials. New team members John Mantia and
Garret Edler, both juniors, sophomore Quin
Thames, and freshman Connor Fellin, came

through with strong orations.
Gerber hopes the team will focus more
on objections and getting into their character
roles better. However, Gerber was also very
impressed by the individual performances,
especially that of sophomore Luke Chellis,
who “came out of his shell and was a completely different person on the stand.”
Gerber said the team “performed to the
best of their ability” and he “looks forward
to see how the team can do in the future.”
Assistant coach Chris Hoell, SLUH ’95,
also believes the team has an excellent chance
to go far in this year’s competition. Hoell
said the program should continue to grow,
as there are a lot of talented underclassmen
who will make a big impact on varsity next
year.”
The Jr. Bills will switch sides and compete again Feb. 21 at the Clayton Courthouse.
The varsity JohnnyCochranbills will face
up against third-place Clayton, behind only
MICDS and Parkway North. JV will go up
against Villa Duchesne.

Next, at board four, Michael Watt was
able to gain a pawn advantage which later
he Ladue chess team reigned over the turned into a three pawn advantage as he
Kingbills 19-11 on Wednesday. The defeated his opponent to give the Kingbills
loss was heartbreaka 11-0 lead. Watt said
ing to the Kingbills
of his game, “It was a
as they now probably
close game, but I was
need to get at least
pretty much in control
a draw next week
of the pace. I never was
against the league’s
in any danger of falling
top team in order to
behind.”
make the playoffs.
After those
The Kingbills were
matches, it went downshorthanded as they
hill for the Kingbills.
had to play without
At board five, sophoregular board five
more Kyle Felts had
player Josh Dripps.
several opportunities
The meet started
to win his match but
off promisingly for
failed to take advanSLUH’s chess team.
tage of them and lost.
At board three, Dan
At board two, sophoGeisman dominated
more Joe Ebel played a
his opponent and won
pretty even match with
Dan Geisman stands to gain a better vantage point
quickly.
his opponent but lost
on his game, which he later won.
“His opening was terrible. It allowed by running out of time on his chess clock.
me to absolutely control the entire game,”
Finally, at board one, sophomore Peter
Geisman said.
Harris had a pawn advantage but was not

able to hold on to it and fell behind a pawn
in the endgame. Running out of time, Harris
was not able to think his way out of the jam
he was in and eventually lost to finish the
chess meet.
The week before, the Chessbills had been
able to overcome changes to their usual lineup
to defeat Edwardsville. Geisman and Watt
were both out sick with flu-like symptoms,
but victories by Harris and Dripps put the
team within two points of victory.
With his time dwindling dangerously,
Ebel was able to secure a draw, giving SLUH
a win 17.5 to 12.5.
The team hopes to bounce back next
Wednesday when it travels to undefeated
Belleville West for the final match of the
season.
Because of an unusually tight race for
playoff spots this season, the Chessbills will
need to pull off at least a tie to secure a spot.
Their current record of 5-2 is a marked improvement over last year’s sub-.500 season,
but a 5-3 record will most likely tie the team
with Ladue, who would then advance to the
playoffs because of Wednesday’s victory,
giving them the tiebreaker.

Chad Carson
Reporter

A

year after the St. Louis U. High Mock
Trial team advanced the farthest it
has in school history by finishing ninth
of 36 teams, the 2008 team began its year
strong, with the varsity and junior varsity
MockTrialbills both winning their respective cases with a clean sweep.
The varsity team faced University City
as the defendant while the JV team faced
South Pemiscot, a high school from southern
Missouri near the Arkansas border, as the
plaintiff. Both teams won their respective
trials by winning all three possible ballots.
The varsity Legalbills scored 184 out
of a possible 220 points, allowing them to
advance to sixth place out of a possible 47.
“This is the best score we’ve had at this point
in at least the last three years,” said junior
Charles Gerber. “I have high expectations for
the team this year, possibly even a top-three
finish at State.” The JV team currently sits

Weakened Chessbills fall to Ladue
Mike Watt
Reporter

T
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Basketbills fell Devils, fall to Cadets
Face Vianney at Senior Night tonight

Jared Fechter
Reporter

I

nconsistent. No word seems more appropriate for the Saint Louis U. High
basketball team that fell to 10-12 this
week, playing one of their best and worst
games of the year in the same week.
Friday’s game against Chaminade
seemed to be almost forgotten. The day off
school and several inches of snow kept the
game’s attendance low. But the Streakybills
decided to show up in a big way.
       The Jr. Bills received a spark from senior
captain Dan Niese, who started his first game
of the season and brought his high-energy
play to the game.
The GoldenBoibills controlled the game
from the tip. They led by 12 at half and never
looked back, winning 65-58. SLUH’s tenacious defense kept Chaminade’s guards from
getting anything going offensively.
        Senior captain Andy Hill stepped up
his game, winning his battle with Chaminade
senior guard and cousin Johnny Simon. After

scoring 15 points in the previous meeting the core players on the floor really paid off
on 5 three pointers, Simon was held to only for the Jr. Bills.
        Fortune sided with the
4 points. Hill also found his
Jr.Bills that Friday night.
stroke against his cousin, going
Not only did they find a way
4 for 4 from three-point land
to hand Chaminade their
and ending with 12 points.
first conference loss, they
        The Jr. Bills got another
managed to make a buzzersolid game from senior forward
beating three-pointer in each
Luis Soffner, who went for 13
of the first three quarters of
points and 10 rebounds. Soffthe game.
ner has established himself as
“That’s when you know
SLUH’s only reliable option
things are going your way,”
inside and keeps knocking
said sophomore guard Jake
down big shots. Junior guard
Fechter, “and I don’t think I’ll
Darrin Young also chipped in
ever see that again.”
11 points. But the real offensive
        Despite the huge win
story was sophomore captain
on Friday, SLUH managed to
Tim Cooney. Cooney led all
Luis Soffner shoots a lay-up
come out on Tuesday and get
scorers with a season-high 26 Senior
against Chaminade last Friday.
embarrassed by CBC. The Jr.
points, dominating the game
SLUH went on to win 65-58.
Bills were hoping to ride the momentum of
from start to finish.
        Hill, Soffner, Young, and Cooney ac- the Chaminade game and get revenge for
counted for 62 of SLUH’s 65 points in the their home loss when they lined up to play
game. Going with a short bench and keeping
see PALAMON, 15
photo by zac boesch

Icebills No. 2 in Challenge Cup despite losses
Matt Beezley
Reporter

Captain Ryan Myers commented on the
opening series with the Tigers: “We were
espite losing their last two games of given (the) opportunity to play Oakville, a
the regular season to Fort Zumwalt team we should beat. We just need to come
West (2-1) and Oakville (5-2), the St. Lou- out hard Friday night and keep that intensity
is U. High hockup Monday.”
ey club was able
The Icebills
to hold on to the
limped through
No. 2 seed in the
the last three
Challenge Cup.
games of the seaThe Playoffbills
son, scoring just
face Oakville in
six goals. But the
a rematch of the
Jr. Bills have sufregular season
fered many infinale in a twojuries in the past
match
series,
few weeks. The
Junior Tim Potter (left) skates down the ice past his
starting tonight
Berger brothers,
Oakville defender last Friday.
at Affton Ice Rink
junior Jack and
at 8:00 p.m. If each team wins one game, freshman Jim, have both been out recently.
or if both games finish tied, a 10-minute Jack, SLUH’s leading scorer with 17 goals
sudden-death mini game will immediately and 16 assists, missed the last week of the
follow the second game. A penalty shoo- regular season with a moderate concussion
tout resolves the tie if the teams remain and is questionable for the first two games
even after the mini game.
of the playoffs. Jim broke his wrist nearly

D
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a month ago but should be able to dress by
the semifinals, should SLUH make a deep
run into the playoffs.
Stephen Lindsley has battled injuries to
his shoulder and knee all year, and freshman
Jackson Hoffmann has suffered shoulder
injuries throughout the season.
With a series win over Oakville, the
No. 2 Jr. Bills would face the winner of the
DeSmet-Lafayette series. SLUH took two
of three against archrival DeSmet, scoring
15 goals, and should be comfortable playing them again in the quarterfinals. Should
SLUH emerge victorious again, their most
likely opponent would be No. 3 Chaminade
in the semi-finals. The Icebills defeated CCP
twice this season, which is the reason they
earned the No. 2 spot over the Red Devils.
The Jr. Bills finished the regular season
12-6-3, with key wins over CBC, Chaminade
(twice), and DeSmet (twice). SLUH tied for
second in the Metro Catholic Conference
with Chaminade but were given the seeding
edge because of head to head wins.

Sports
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JPKbills lasso Longhorns, improve to 9-0
One win away from perfect regular season

Spencer Rusch
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High racquetball team
kept rolling as they obliterated the
Parkway West Longhorns 7-0. The Racquetbills are now 9-0 and only one victory
away from a perfect regular season before
they head to the state tournament.
Senior Andrew Zack’s No. 6 opponent
was a no-show, so he played a game against
Parkway’s JV1 seed No. 5 Logan Hershenow.
The game officially went down as a forfeit,
so Zack remains unbeaten besides the one
match he was sick for.
“Zack puts the ball where he needs to
(in order) to make a good pass,” said coach
Robert Hoffman. “Just sometimes it comes
off that back wall. If he hits it six inches
lower, he will be perfect.”
Junior Kevin Kissel also benefited from
a forfeit, his second consecutive one. The
No. 5 seed remains one of two Jr. Bills still
with a perfect record this season. With this
win, Kissel has officially locked up the No.

1 seed in his division at state.
Doubles team Matt Vonderheide and Anthony Bess struggled out of the gate against
the Parkway pair, falling to a 4-2 deficit, but
numerous picture-perfect pinch shots from
Vonderheide put the team back on track.
Bess also got in on the act, putting away a
large percentage of the easy frontcourt shots.
Team Vonderbess rolled over Parkway’s John
Eason and Kevin Linden 15-7, 15-5.
No. 4 Paul Marsek’s strong serve gave
him a quick early lead over George Papulis.
However, Marsek lost his intensity in the
middle of the first game, missing several opportunities to put points away. After Marsek
took a timeout, he seemed to straighten out
his ways. He began to pass more, taking his
opponent’s speed out of the game en route
to a 15-12, 15-4 win.
Junior Spencer Rusch moved to a quick
start against the Longhorns No. 3 Conor
Smith. Rusch’s service rotation kept his
opponent guessing as he moved quickly to
a first game win. In the second game, Rusch

Wrestlers train for district,
target Missouri state tourney
Sam Burton
Reporter

T

oday the Jr. Bill wrestling team starts
district competition. The Jr. Bills
compete in the class 4, district 2 Missouri
wrestling tournament. The four different
district tournaments in class 4 are held
at Lindbergh, Hazelwood Central (where
SLUH will play in district two), Jefferson
City, and Kansas City.
The top four wrestlers of each district
from each weight class move on to the state
tournament at the University of MissouriColumbia Feb. 14-16.
The Jr. Bills will be facing some very
familiar foes, including CBC, Chaminade,
and Hazelwood West.
Asked how the Jr. Bills would fare in
the season-ending tournament, coach Todd
Clements said, “You look to the seniors and
the captains. The team responds to them. And
this year I think (the team) has some good

guys to look up to.”
Clements said that he believes that all
three of the captains, along with several
other wrestlers, have the potential to make
it to Columbia.
Although the Jr. Bills have experienced a
rocky season, don’t be surprised if Clements
is right. The Jr. Bills have turned it up at the
right time, winning their last two dual meets
and coming off a successful MICDS tournament.
Additionally, the wrestlers had a little
more time to heal up any wounds or bruises,
as last Thursday’s dual meet against Pattonville was cancelled because of the snow.
The Jr. Bills sent four wrestlers to state
last year, two of whom, captains James Barton
and Ken Homan, are still on the team. The
Jr. Bills may even send a few more than last
year.

relied on his opponent’s tendency to skip the
ball to win the game and the match 15-3,
15-4.
“That second game could have easily
been 15-8,” said Vonderheide. “Spencer
got lazy, but he (Smith) was just skipping a
lot.”
No. 2 Ray Godefroid looked to stay
unbeaten on the year as he faced Matt Obie.
Godefroid skipped many shots, and seemed
to be adjusting to the unfamiliar concrete
courts at the Jewish Community Center.
Godefroid squeaked out a first-game victory
before switching strategies to a cross-court,
as opposed to down-the-line, pass. Godefroid
won 15-14, 15-2.
“It was weird,” said Godefroid. “I
thought I’d hit a down the line shot, and it
would come off the side wall.”
Captain Joe Hoffmann faced Parkway’s
No. 1 Steve Schlarman. Hoffmann was never
in any danger of dropping this game. He
rolled 15-5, 15-5.

see PATRIOTS, 15

Announcements
H2O Polo:
All freshmen and sophomores interested in
playing water polo should meet in room
S301 on Wednesday, February 13 during
Activity Period. The meeting should last
no more than 10 minutes. No experience
is necessary!
Father-Son Banquet:
The Father/Son Banquet will be held on
Sunday, March 9th, at the Millennium
Hotel. This year’s banquet speaker will
be KSDK News Channel 5 Anchor (and
former Sports Director) Mike Bush. Invitations will be mailed to all households
early next week.
Movie!
The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward
Robert Ford will be shown in room 220-C
after school today. The film was nominated
for Oscars in cinematography and best actor in a suporting role (Casey Affleck). The
movie is rated R, so students under 17 will
not be allowed to view the film without a
parental permission form.
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Dan Everson
Sports Editor

J

oe Germanese, ’04, has been selected in
the MLS SuperDraft by the New England Revolution. The 2003 St. Louis PostDispatch Player of the Year, who was a
member of St. Louis U. High’s state championship team that season before spending
time at both Vanderbilt and Duke, went to
New England in the second round, 27th
overall, in the Jan. 18 draft.
Germanese was driving back to Duke for
the second semester when he heard he’d been
drafted from some friends on the phone.
“My initial reaction was shock and
excitement,” Germanese said via e-mail. “I
was pumped because one of my best friends
from Duke, Mike Videira, got drafted to New
England with an earlier pick (18th overall),
and later in the day my roommate, Spencer
Wadsworth, went to New England in the
fourth round (55th overall).”
Germanese will join fellow St. Louisan
Steve Ralston and fellow Jr. Bill Taylor Twellman, ’98, with the Revs, MLS runners-up
for the past three years.

“It’s great to go to New England,” Ger“I played well (at the combine),” Germanese said. “Since St. Louis doesn’t have manese said, “and this type of event helps
a team, I have adopted New England as the players get their names out and boost their
team that I have followed
draft stock.”
over the years because of the
Germanese was a great
St. Louis players and Duke
soccer player even in his
players on the roster.
early days.
“It will be fun playing
SLUH assistant coach
alongside Taylor,” GermaCharlie Clark, who has
nese added. “I remember
developed a close relationwatching him play a bit when
ship with Germanese, said,
I was growing up, and he is
“Since I’ve been coaching
obviously one of the best
here (2002 season), he’s the
players in the country.”
most dynamic player we’ve
Until a short time ago,
had in the program. We’ve
Germanese did not expect to
had a lot of great players, a
be drafted at all, let alone in
lot of really good players,
the second round.
but I think Joey has the abil“I really wasn’t planity and the pace to be able to
Joe Germanese, ’04, was drafted by the
ning to play post-college New England Revolution on Jan. 18. play at that next level.”
until I got invited to the Above, he dances around a defender in
“That’s what’s different
the 2003 championship season.
(MLS) combine and decided
from a lot of great players
I had to give MLS a shot,” he said.
with Joey is the pace of his play and how
At the combine, MLS coaches and strong he is, and I think, if given a chance,
scouts evaluate college seniors and a few he can make it,” Clark said.
see NEW ENGLAND, 15
other players, just days ahead of the draft.
dauphin 2004

Kneeling scores lead riflers
Larry Rudolf
Reporter

W

ith just three matches left in the
season, the St. Louis U. High rifle
team hopes to turn its solid 5-0 start into a
perfect season.
Last Saturday’s match against Quincy,
Ill., was close, but despite their struggles, the
Jr. Bills managed to add one more victory to
their record. Overall, their standing position
scores were lower than usual, but their kneeling scores, some of the best SLUH has ever
seen, counteracted them for an eight-point
victory.
Captain Sam Gall commented, “Kneeling was excellent. I was very happy to see
our scores go up in that respect.” The team
had recently worked on refining some position issues during practice with the help of
assistant coach Mike Barron, and their work
on kneeling helped the team achieve the
win.
“We were lucky,” said coach Will Bresnahan. “If Quincy had one of their best shoot-

ers that day, he could have easily replaced
one of the lower scores with a 580 for sure.”
With that higher score, Quincy would have
handed the Airbills their first loss.
The JV team did not shoot as well as
hoped. Yet the team members have been
working even harder on setting goals for
themselves. Since some have been taking
too much time to shoot their 20 shots of each
relay, they have been working on relay time
management. Their practice should eliminate
the threat of running out of time in each
position.
Both JV and varsity approach important
qualifiers Saturday in Owensville, Mo., that
will determine rankings for the summer
match in Alabama this year.
“We hope to shoot well this weekend so
we can be put on the later relays when we
shoot in the summer,” said Bresnahan. Both
teams hope to shoot to their expectations this
weekend and for the few more weekends
to come as they finish up their successful
seasons.

From the
PN Archives
Shaved heads don’t help:
DeSmet downs Maurer’s
maniacs
“The varsity basketball
team’s madcap zaniness began once again last Friday
as DeSmet defeated SLUH
57-48. From this loss,
DeSmet extended its winning streak over SLUH to
seven. The loss also left
the shavees of Basketbald
’88 (a group which unfortunately included this reporter) feeling like World
Class ‘Ernies’.”
--PN moderator Mr. Missey in
his reporting days, Vol. 52,
No. 21, Feb. 11, 1988
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Sports

Underclassman Winter Sports Wrap
C Basketball Blue
C Basketball White

Matt Bettonville
Core Staff

D
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espite early struggles, the C-blue basketball team recovered
to post a 6-13 final record, including a three-game winning
streak midway through the season.
Team struggles aside, individuals, particularly captain Luke Carden, have shown
promise on C-blue.
“Luke has been an excellent leader for
this team,” said head coach Kent Kershenski.
“He’s been one of the best leaders we’ve
had in this basketball program.” Kershenski
also credited guard Lan Sansone and guard
Tim McCoy for their leadership. Forward
Mogboluwaga Oginni has led the team so far
in scoring with eight to ten points per game,
Kershenski estimates.
Hoping to forget the early losses, KershFreshman Tim McCoy enski said that the game against Riverview was
goes up for a shot against one of the most memorable of the season.
his DeSmet opponent.
“One of the referees didn’t show up, so
it was an extremely physical game,” said Kershenski. He added that
full-court pressure by both teams throughout the game led to
photo by zac boesch

see COACH K, 16

C Wrestling

Morgan Keefe
Reporter

Conor Gearin
Reporter

S

t. Louis U. High’s C-white basketball team finished with a
4-8 record this year, wrapping up the season with the Chaminade Tourney over the Martin Luther King, Jr. weekend.
After losing 47-29 to Chaminade College Prep, the team went
on to defeat Duchesne High 5450 in a solid game. In their final
match of the year, SLUH faced
Bishop Dubourg in a game that
ended in a close 55-53 win for
St. Louis U. High. This earned
the team a win in the consolation
championship, and a fifth place
standing overall.
“We ended the season with Freshman Brian Bement drives past his
DeSmet opponent on Dec. 21.
a real strong showing at the
Chaminade Tourney,” said head coach Bob O’Connell. He mentioned
Colby King, Brian Brown, and Brian Bement as key players in the
Tourney.
“We never gave up; we kept fighting to the end,” Bement said
of the team’s effort.
photo by zac bosch

see WHITE-OUT, 16

National Signing Day
photo by zac boesch

A

“

successful season,” is how SLUH wrestling coach Tim Curdt
described the year’s progress for his freshman wrestlers, and
he speaks the truth. C-team had a very successful season, finishing with a 7-6 record in dual meets. The season culminated with
the excellent show the freshman put on at the Fox tourney, where
they placed second of four teams in their pool.
C-team had a remarkable number of highly talented new wrestlers, including Espen Conley (145 lbs.) who took home the gold at
both the Fox and MCC tournaments and lost only one
match. John Brusati (171
lbs.) was another standout,
winning his weight class
at MCCs, and taking third
at Fox. Hans Brende (125
lbs.) placed second at both
Freshman Hans Brende grapples with his op- MCCs and Fox, matchponent from Fort Zumwalt North.
ing Phil Nahlik’s results.
Thomas George (215 lbs.) placed third at Fox but missed MCCs
with illness. C.J. Swanger (130 lbs.) also had a successful season.
“We learned a lot this season, which is good. We gained a tough
core of wrestlers that I think will be a strong team on varsity in the
years to come,” said Curdt.
photo by zac boesch

photo by dan everson

Seven Jr. Bills signed college letters of intent on National Signing Day, Feb.
6. Football players (top photo) Drew Blackmon (left) and Ben Evans (right)
signed for Drake U. and Columbia U., respectively. Soccer players (from left)
Chris Haffner, Tommy Meyer, and Luis Soffner all committed to Indiana U.,
while Zane Reifsteck signed for Bellarmine U. in Louisville, Ky., and Jack
Twellman signed to Southern Illinois U.-Edwardsville.
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Searching for smiles: AMIGA Honduras trip
Brian Bettonville
Features Editor

the blank stares and of the bed waiting for me back in San Luis.
The next day was our second and final in San Francisco. We
The pickup truck bounced up and down and side-to-side like once again made the long journey up the twisting mountain road
some type of amusement park ride as we made our way up the to the small clinic and dreary soccer field a few steps away. Today
bumpy mud-and-rock road bordered by steep drops, herds of cattle, we had brought treats for the kids of the village, candy we had
and the occasional machete-toting farmer. I was jostled not only by donated before the trip as well as some barrettes and other colorful
the ride’s bumps, but by the drastic difference in locals’ reaction to hair accessories for the girls. Admittedly, I had expectations of the
us. In the previous Honduran cities we visited, La Lima and San children’s reactions when we handed out our gifts. I expected the
Luis, pedestrians would suddenly smile, wave, and shout, “Buenos children to hold their hands out eagerly for the presents. I expected
Días,” as we gringos drove by. Those we were now passing on our “gracias” to barely jump out of their mouths before a Jolly Rancher
way up to San Francisco merely stared, only waving out of re- was jammed in, and expected the girls’ eyes to go wide with excitequirement when we had waved to them. I didn’t see a single smile. ment staring at their pretty new trinkets. I was completely mistaken.
Upon arrival, we pulled the cardboard boxes and plastic tubs They all simply hung back so that we had to actively seek out kids
from the bed of the other trucks and
who hadn’t gotten presents yet. When
were told that a family from the village
they first grasped their presents, they
wanted to teach us how to make some
looked at them confusedly and backed
pastries. Though half of our group
off slowly, without a word of thanks.
knew Spanish, the women teaching
The bags of goodies dropped to their
us barely spoke. Silence hung in the
side and remained unopened.
air, separating the newcomers from
	I think I really needed this
the teaching family. One girl particureality check. I had set myself above
larly struck me. She was a 14-year-old
the villagers, assuming I would be a
who would hover blank-faced in the
gracious savior giving handouts from
background while we formed the
up in my truck. Though I had thought
dough, often even being too shy to
much about this before the trip and
say, “Permiso,” when she needed to
how much I wanted to avoid it, I still
pass by one of us. I left the hut with
fell into the trap. Nothing seemed
an awkward feeling; like there was
right, my own mindset included. I
something different here, something
think the unexpected reactions shook
Eight SLUH seniors and other AMIGA members in San Francisco.
I didn’t understand.
me out of my foolish mindset somewhat.
When we arrived at the small house of those who had volAfter a short stretch of time, the others gave up on giving out
unteered to make us lunch, I realized I had left my backpack at the presents, and I was left in the back of the truck alone. Out of a
the bread makers’ house. Josh Dunn and I ventured back to get it duty I felt to somehow entertain the kids, I fell back on a few of the
and, after only a few wrong turns through the mud, arrived at the time-tested tricks I had used in San Luis: asking ages and teaching
house. As we left, we noticed the 14-year-old with a basket of our English. I could tell I was falling flat on my face and digressed even
finished pastries walking out as well. We turned to offer to carry it, further in my efforts by trying to toss an AMIGA visor onto various
but she diverted her eyes and began walking in a different direction. kids’ heads. This finally got a little response, but I still felt I was
Figuring she must have been going somewhere else, we continued doing something wrong, that for some reason these kids didn’t want
to walk back, but as we neared the house, I looked back across the to be my friends.
soccer field we had just walked through to find her still following
Suddenly at the side of the truck was a familiar face, a man
us. I realized she was too paralyzed with nervousness to meet our who was in my group at the youth night that we had held the night
glances while at her house, though we could have saved her a trip. before. He told me he thought that it was a beautiful thing that we
She even went as far as walking in a different direction to avoid us, had done, which was encouraging because I thought the evening
as if she were scared of us. I just couldn’t figure out why she was went horribly, with none of the kids being receptive whatsoever to the
acting like this, why she and the other villagers were so stubbornly oversimplified lessons we had been given to present. After a minute,
unreceptive. I felt miserable, like I was failing to help these people Kurt Curtis came over to me and the two of us began conversing
and instead was adding to their problems and anxiety.
with the man in Spanish. After a few minutes, we discovered that
After lunch I went out into the field to try to play with the kids for the children of the village, trucks like the ones we had brought
of the village who had gathered outside of the clinic. Many of the meant only hard times. The men who drove them would usually rob
other members of the group played soccer with the kids, but my and abuse the villagers. Some even cut open some of the children’s
frustration over a lack of connection, as well as tiredness and upset stomachs to smuggle loads of drugs.
stomach, overcame me, and I relaxed inside the clinic, waiting to be
The two of us sat shocked for a moment, trying to fully grasp
needed. I left San Francisco that day with thoughts only of escaping
see HONDURAS, 10
Photo Courtesy of Sarah Potter
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(from 9)
what we just heard. Then I told him, “Espero que podamos dar
esperanza.” I hope that we can give hope.
The words left my mouth somewhat disingenuously and ashamedly, as I didn’t think we had done anything for these kids except
throw some candy at them and try to smile. I felt that nothing was
going to change, that everything was so much larger than me and my
scope of ability. Who was I to change a blank face brought about by
a lifetime of abuse and poverty? How could I possibly do anything
to help?
After the man left, I tried to impress the kids with a card trick I
know, not willing to give up hope just yet. Discouragingly, everyone
was too shy to pick a card. The magic was simple, and the trick was
easy to pick up, but my incompetence in keeping it a secret got a
few smiles. This reaction I would have thought a day ago to be a
total failure on my part, but I was quite happy with the response.
While scanning the fleeting smiles, I was surprised to see the
girl from the bread making yesterday. She was with her little clique
of friends this time and was smiling slightly. We started talking, and
Kurt and I were surprised to hear her say that she thought English was
a beautiful language. I was flattered by her thoughts of my language,
but I completely disagreed and wondered how she could have come
to the conclusion. The thought crossed me that they might have an
inferiority complex about their language, because the only people
they would know who knew English are those who go to very good
schools and are very smart. I was disappointed, whether this truly
was the case or not, and Kurt and I both told her that Spanish was
much more beautiful than “feo” English.
She went on to ask if we would sing any songs in English. I sat
there in my self-doubt while Kurt told her she had to sing a Spanish
song first. The two argued playfully back and forth until I eventually gave up and belted out the alphabet song, first in English, then
in Spanish with Kurt. The two of us transitioned into “I’ve Been
Working on the Railroad” and then to the Happy Birthday song. My
singing was embarrassingly bad, but I didn’t care; it seemed to be
drawing out smiles.
After the girl and her friends still refused to sing, we decided to
hop out of the truck to join our group with the one huddled around
Matt Venker, trying half-heartedly to learn Chinese. Emmerson,
the son of our hosts in San Luis who had tagged along with us on
the trip, climbed on Matt while he was attempting to teach. Matt
eventually gave up his teaching ventures, grabbed Emmerson’s arms,
and spun him around out in the open field. The children giggled
aloud with delight as the tall gringo who looked like a pirate flung
around the energetic little kid from San Luis. I quickly followed,
swinging around Emmerson the same way. After a little coaxing, a
few of the village kids decided to take a turn as well. These spins
finished off, surprisingly, with the 14-year-old from bread making.
Her spin elicited the biggest laughs from the crowd, as she had established herself as a “queen bee” of sorts among her friends. The
scene might have taken place in a schoolyard in America with kids
just being kids and playing a silly game.
She pulled herself up from the ground in a joyous embarrassment while her friend, a 17-year-old who had just gotten rid of the
baby she was charged with carrying, suggested another game, which
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was better according to them. We picked a partner and joined hands,
while one of the kids lay across the bed of arms. On the count of
three, we tossed the prone child high into the air and caught him
again. After a few rounds of this, the village youth wanted to play
a different game, “Ardillitas cambian de jaula,” which is similar to
musical chairs. A pair once again joined hands, this time with someone
else standing in the middle of the two. Those in the middle were the
“ardillitas” (small squirrels) and the pairs were the “jaulas”(cages).
With someone shouting, “Ardillitas cambian de jaula,” we ran back
and forth from “jaula” to “jaula” trying not to be the odd man out,
and we laughed freely at ourselves and at each other. Everyone,
playing or not, seemed to be enjoying themselves, and everyone
had a smile on. We came up here to give these kids some medical
treatment and entertain them, but they ended up giving us the gift,
teaching us games and letting us run around. As we ran, the four
little white squirrels playing suddenly became no different than
the Honduran ones; we were just squirrels, all in this little game
together.
When we were finally called in, our playmates shadowed us as
we moved the slightly lighter medicine tubs back to the trucks. I felt
genuinely sorry to leave the group and wished we could have stayed
and played all day and the next and the next. I knew a stoppage of
play would mean a journey back to the harsh reality that they had
already been stuck in for their first decade or two of life. I wanted
to give them the gift every child should have: laughter and therein,
childhood. However, I watched the farewell smiles begin to fade
from the faces as we headed back down the bouncy mud route to
San Luis.
Dr. Helen Kornblum talked about the state of the village on
the way back. She said that they were all paralyzed by abuse. She
mentioned one girl whom I had noticed earlier that morning in
particular whose cheeks had swelled up as if she had just had teeth
removed. She told how she had to drag out the information that the
child’s father had repeatedly abused her.
	Over the rest of the trip, I felt shaken yet excited by what
happened in San Francisco. When some of those closest to us took
advantage of us, when we caught people trying to get an extra
toothbrush at the expense of others, when we caught people trying
to steal from the donated clothes and had to close up the clothes
portion of our service for that village, or when I felt as though we
weren’t doing enough to change lives, I remembered the fun we
had given those kids, the barrier that seemed to be broken down by
some outside force to give us our fun. However, even though we
saw over 1,000 patients, gave out tubs after tubs of medicine and
goodies, educated some of the Honduran people about their health,
and instigated several more games of soccer with the slightly more
receptive youth of other villages, I was haunted by the knowledge
that somewhere, in a village called San Francisco, there were still
those blank stares and the girl with swollen cheeks.
	I left Honduras with a profound new love for the country and,
most of all, its people. I recognize they have all been through so
much more than I have, even the children, yet they have so much
more spark and life than I do. I have a strong desire to return some
day as soon as possible to the frigid showers, the bumpy mud roads,

see AMIGA, 12
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“A radiant sign of hope”: Pro-Life ’08

A

Louie Hotop
Special to the Prep News

fter 18 hours of uncomfortable bus riding and only two
hours of sleep, I woke up a little disoriented and the scene
outside my cold window was something like a dream. The Washington D.C. streets were empty except for a light fog; it was like
the beginning of a corny horror movie where the only people left
alive were those who were on the bus.
As we passed the white pillared buildings I sensed something
greater than myself. In my mind these buildings represented power
or justice. They were the work places of important people. “This is
where it all happens,” I thought. “These are the guts of our country.”
We were dropped off at Union Station. From there we took
the subway to the Verizon Center, where the youth Mass would be
held.
The Verizon Center was packed full of 20,000 people, and we
were on the fourth level in
section 19, directly across
from but well above the altar.
Near the floor of the stadium,
two opposing sections close
to the altar were roped off,
and I wondered why. They
seemed like perfectly fine
sections; no construction or
anything. On the floor were
hundreds of folding chairs
occupied be a sea of black
cassocks—seminarians.
To the right of the altar
was a stage where an energetic band played the pre-Mass
warm up. They encouraged
uproarious clapping and sang upbeat contemporary songs familiar
to me from my experiences with Incarnate Word Youth Group. The
seminarians were really into the songs, all of them standing, clapping, dancing, and singing. My group however, in a zombie-like
state, sat and stared unblinkingly at the band, murmuring the words
occasionally.
Soon it was quiet, a prayer was said, and the Mass began. A
server led the procession holding the cross high. Following him were
the priests, hundreds of priests in two single-file lines all robed in
white. Now I knew the reason for the roped-off sections. Next came
the bishops who sat on the stage around the altar and, following
them, in magnificent white and gold robes, was the main celebrant,
Donald Wuerl, Archbishop of Washington.
The Archbishop introduced the other bishops around the altar
and finally introduced the Apostolic Nuncio to the United States,
Archbishop Pietro Sambi. Archbishop Sambi read a letter from
Pope Benedict XVI which I felt was of major importance. It’s not
every day you get to hear a message from the Pope. The members
of my group seemed to come back to reality and leaned forward
to listen. He said that the Holy Father “sees a radiant sign of hope

11

for the future in this yearly witness to the Gospel of Life.” He went
on to say that the Pope is “grateful for the commitment of so many
young Americans for promoting respect…and the rights of all human beings including the smallest and most defenseless members
of our human family.”
The Pope’s message of hope moved me. It was the confirmation that this is worth fighting for, that 18 hours on a bus was well
worth it. The message felt personal, as if he were speaking to me,
thanking me.
Mass ended with the song “Go Make a Difference,” and joyously
all of us sang, “Go make a difference. We can make a difference.
Go make a difference in the world.” It was an encouraging end to
an inspirational Mass.
	In my mind protests and marches seemed like something from
the ’60s and ’70s. As I left the Verizon Center and took to the streets
with thousands of others, I looked at those around me chanting “HeyHey, Ho-Ho, Roe v. Wade has got to go” and it became apparent to
me that some of these people
were the original protesters.
It seems that this issue transcends the generations; this
was an issue in 1973 and it
is an issue today. As we were
marching I noticed signs in
French, Italian, and Chinese.
There weren’t as many news
crews as I had expected but
there was on group from the
BBC interviewing a Franciscan monk. The fight for life
is not restricted to America.
It is a global issue.
We marched on toward the Capitol building
and I began to notice that some of the people on the sidewalks were
holding up strange signs. One read, “Abortion is God’s response to
Vatican Two. Bring back the Latin Mass!” Another was a life-sized
ghoulish drawing of Senator Hillary Clinton and Senator Barack
Obama with the words “We support abortion” above their heads. To
me both signs seemed out of place and made me feel uncomfortable.
While I believe that abortion is a moral and political issue I will not
let my beliefs lead to malice or hate.
Toward the end of the march I read another sign that proclaimed,
“One-third of my generation has been lost to abortion.” This statement still puzzles me. I can see how it is possible but it is hard for
me to fathom something that I have never had. I will never get to
know my aborted neighbor, cousin, friend or classmate. They will
never have the opportunity to live up to their potential; to become
doctors, lawyers, teachers, priests, political leaders or maybe just
good people.
Perhaps we are in a horror movie. One where 126,000 helpless
human beings are killed every day. I must believe, though, that the
good guys will come out on top; that laws and hearts will be changed
and everyone will be given the right to life.
photo by louie hotop
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(from 1)
needy. It also posed questions to the audience,
such as “Who are the poor? Can you name
them?” All recited grace and commenced
eating. The hissing of the blue group’s soda
cans’ pop-tops pierced the quiet gym.
After speeches by theater teacher Joseph Schulte and theology teacher Michael
Marchlewski S.J., readings from P.E. teacher
Gary Kornfeld, theater teacher Kathryn Whitaker, and theology teacher Colleen Rockers
explained the meaning of the blue, gold, and
green eating groups, respectively.
Theology teacher Robert Garavaglia,
who helped plan the event, thought the event
went well. He explained that the idea to talk
about hunger had come from a North Central
committee originally designed to deal with
racism. The idea to discuss hunger, and
more broadly classism, came from a student
survey a few years ago. Garavaglia said the
survey asked if wealthy people should share
resources like food with the poor, and that
the committee was shocked to realize “many
students thought it was not their responsibility.”
Senior Mike Baumer said that while he
agreed with the overall message of the event,
the connections between classism and hunger
were not without flaws. He said, “Hunger
and poverty can be unrelated. If hungry then
poor, but if you are poor it could mean you
may not be able to afford (other things.)”
Senior Matt Vonderheide said, “The
event was very well executed on emotional
and spiritual levels, but on the physical and
logical levels there were too many logic
flaws.”
Senior Stephen Schumacher said of
the event, “I liked it but it had some logical

AMIGA

(from 10)
the same beans, rice, and tortillas, and to my
friends there.
With this return, I believe I could set
right one of my greatest failures on the trip:
the failure to learn many names. I picture
myself learning the name of the woman
who took us back to her house after our
hard day of work and taught us a traditional
African dance, the name of the nice foreman
of the construction site where I worked for
a day, the names of his children with whom
I played during my break, the names of the
kids who wanted to help me when I was

problems. Wasting food in America doesn’t
change the fact that people don’t eat in Africa
but that doesn’t mean we should waste food.”
He also expressed disappointment that the
extra rice was just thrown away after the
event.
Senior Steve Kelly, who is heavily
involved in the recycling program, shared a
similar sentiment to Schumacher and estimated that five to six bags of non-ecofriendly
Styrofoam were thrown away.
Junior Nick Wallner saw another problem with the event. “(The event) didn’t focus
enough on what we could do,” he said.
Science teacher Mary Russo disagreed
with Wallner’s sentiment. She said, “Later
in the presentation, ‘What can I do?’ was a
question that was posed, and they offered
websites and quoted Scripture. I thought they
moved to an action piece, rather than you can
sit there and feel sorry for yourself.”
	Russo addressed the issue of guilt:
“When I described my reaction of guilt to
others of my colleagues, they didn’t have the
same guilt response that I did. I think that
that’s a personal thing. Why you feel guilty
is a personal response. It’s not someone
making you feel that way. It’s you making
yourself feel that way.”
Baumer said, “(The event) was heavily
weighted towards ‘We’re America, we’re
rich, but there is this problem.’ (The event)
was trying to avoid blaming America, but
there was definitely an association between
America and the problem.”
Senior David Spitz expanded on people’s
feelings of guilt and said, “I thought there
was an undertone that everyone in SLUH is
part of the most wealthy. I thought I would
picking coffee, and especially the names of
those in San Francisco. I want to learn the
name of all those to whom I showed my card
trick, the only one in the group who didn’t
seem shy, the taller one, the young one who
would hide from me when I tried to land the
visor on his head, the 17-year-old holding
the baby. I want to form a “jaula” with the
“queen bee,” maybe her name is Maria or
Carmen, so that we can hold up our arms for
the little girl with the swollen cheeks, maybe
Gloria or Reina, and so that she can finally
let go and play.

be in the middle group. I thought it was a
little unfair to group us in the top group.”
Senior Michael Clanahan disagreed and
said, “Not all of us come from high income
families, but having high education comes
with some money. (The idea) applies to
everyone here.”
Some also thought the event tried to
make them feel guilty about their political
beliefs. Sophomore Ben Ford said, “It was
a good perspective to enlighten us to reality.
Sometimes it got into a political message
though.”
While some disagreed with the execution, others decided to go around the rules.
One student printed eight fake blue tickets
and gave them to friends. He thought the
event “had a good message,” but was “poorly
executed. It would have been much more
effective to give a meal in which everyone
is put in the lowest grade and see what it is
like,” he said. However, he said his major
motivation for forging the tickets was that
he “didn’t want to be hungry.”
	Overall organizers believed the event
was a success. Corley said, “I think it went
amazingly well. I think, even as we planned
it, we were afraid little things would go
wrong. From within the gym it seemed to
me that thing clicked right through without
a hitch.”
Garavaglia said that while the event
couldn’t simulate “what it’s like to live
in grinding poverty,” it’s still a valuable
experience. He added that this experience,
combined with statistics, can help students
go into theological reflection, which can lead
to action. Theology classes of all levels are
scheduled to discuss the event in the coming
days.

For the Record

In the JV wrestling article in Issue 17,
sophomore Joel Geders’s stats for the
season were not mentioned. In the 170 lbs.
weight class, he had a record of 19-3. He
placed third in the Vianney Tournament,
was 5-0 in the Mehlville Tournament, and
was 2-0 in the Pattonville Tournament. At
the MCCs, he was the only member of the
JV to receive a gold medal.
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(from 3)
concerned parents might construe our efforts
as recruiting boys to be gay and complain
quite vociferously (the reason for the demise
of our short-lived GSA in 2002). Another
unfortunate side-effect of that would be that
people could watch the door to see who was
going, making it hard to openly talk about a
rather sensitive subject for those who were
working through the feelings for themselves.
If nothing else can be done, a lot of Father
Harrison’s old informational books went to
me and the only other openly gay man at
SLUH at the time. I am happy to share my

humble gay library with any students who
want to see it. All they have to do is ask.
Hopefully, this letter will not be misread as some malicious attack on anyone in
particular (it clearly isn’t but when dealing
with subjects like this, people often become
blinded to reason). I only write this to start
some sort of dialogue that will hopefully
address an area which I feel deserves serious concern. Working through the fears and
questions and insecurities involved with
the very nature of sexuality is not easy. The
advantage that straight men have over gay
men at SLUH is that they are led through

this ordeal by dedicated sophomore theology
teachers. Students who question or know
that they feel something different from what
those teachers assume they feel get next to
no guidance other than being told that they
can never morally fulfill their desires and
that may or may not be able to change. We
need someone who is going to be here longer
than I am to help gay students get the same
loving and non-judgmental guidance that I
have received during my tenure at SLUH.

(from 3)
social teaching is not just about rejecting
businesses with poor labor standards. We
need to form healthy habits that will urge
others to also build the Kingdom of God.
Instead of buying a new bottle of water every
day, bring a water bottle from home. Instead
of going off campus (seniors and faculty) to
pick up a bite, wake up ten minutes earlier
and pack a much healthier lunch.
What is fast food? Well, no one has quite
put an exact definition on it. But here are a few
things to consider: health (fat, calories, and
color), packaging, environment and labor. Is
the meal horribly fatty? Does it have enough
calories in one meal to fill my daily serving?
Is it colorful? Healthy meals will have (if
filled with fruits and veggies) lots of different colors. Is my bag soggy from grease? Is
there lots of excess and wasteful packaging?
Are there three sets of paper to take care of a
simple burger? Does this company clearcut
rainforests for cattle fields and instead cause
destructive erosion? Where will the waste

of this go once I am done with it? Was the
worker paid a just wage? Were the workers
who picked the vegetables, slaughtered the
meat, and drove the trucks paid a living wage?
These seem like an awful lot of questions for
a simple meal. But all of them are probably
quickly answerable or you could find them
out fairly easily.
“But what exactly do I do?” Pack a lunch.
Swing by Goodwill on your way home and
pick up a fifty-cent lunch box. Try using Tupperware instead of sandwich baggies. Bring
a reusable, dishwasher safe bottle.When you
go to the grocery store, concentrate on buying healthy foods along with foods that are
friendly to labor and the environment. Big
coffee drinker? Not willing to give it up for
Lent because you won’t be able to function
in the morning? Try buying fair trade coffee
and drinking it from a mug or thermos. It may
all seem like an inconvenience, but God is
deserving of our being inconvenienced to
think of others and build more just lifestyles.

Taking the time to answer those questions
and practice these easy techniques can make
worlds of change.
Do you want to go the extra mile and
make it a great Lenten fast? Every Friday,
we invite you to join Pax Christi in the chapel during lunch. Instead of eating, we will
participate in fasting and prayer. Why? We
intend to stand in solidarity with the billions
(yes, billions) with far too little to eat. Fasting
is also a great way to find and search for God.
If you’re struggling with that concept, come
to one of our Thursday meetings in J124.
	You don’t have to be a regular member
of Pax Christi to participate in the fast. Coming to meetings is not mandatory, but you are
most certainly invited. As all are welcome in
God, all are welcome to join in our Lenten
fasting and prayer, and all are welcome to
join us in J124 on Thursdays.

(from 2)
public forum. I don’t think a teacher’s ever
forced to go against their personal beliefs, but
I would expect loyalty,” said former SLUH
President Tom Cummings, S.J.
Ambiguities regarding the Church’s
moral expectations can make faculty members hesitant to voice questions of the Church,
according to theology teacher Matt Sciuto.
“Sometimes (teachers) who aren’t sure about
their faith don’t want to seem not Catholic,
even in private conversation,” he said.
Sciuto said he thought students could use
more exposure to proponents of divergent

points of view in addition to supporters of the
Church’s position. He cited last year’s stemcell presentations, which did not include a
speaker for the research, as an example.
“You can have an intellectual discussion
on what other people think on an issue, but
inviting an outside person to come in and
speak is different. Our role is to make clear
Church teaching, “said Laughlin.
Athletic Director Dick Wehner said
the faculty’s responsibilities also apply to
SLUH’s athletic coaches because they command more public attention than teachers
do. “They are called to a higher standard of

behavior. One of the coaches or myself could
really wound the integrity of this school by
actions or by spoken word. Our coaches all
need to be aware of that,” he said.
“(Commenting publicly) is like throwing
a pebble in a pond. You never really know
how many people you’re going to affect,”
said Marchlewski.
The First Annual Class of 2009 MotherSon Bowling Party will be held Saturday,
February 16th 2-5 p.m. at Saratoga Bowling Lanes in Maplewood To RSVP:  contact Patty Maher 314-283-8273 or email
to: celticmom52@hotmail.com

HOMAN

MAJERUS

Concerned but Hopeful,
Sam King ’08

Ken Homan, ’08
Pax Christi
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staffers of items missing from the storage
room.
Punishments for the students included
reflection work, probation, some sort of
compensatory work, and detention, Clark
said. Both students interviewed for this article said they were suspended and told they
would be expelled if caught stealing again.
Clark declined to confirm the suspensions
for reasons of privacy.
	One of the students, who said he stole
“a couple” Gatorades on a Saturday, reported
being suspended for two days. The other, who
said he took a soda after school Jan. 14, said
he was suspended for a day and placed on
probation until the end of first semester next
year. The latter student said he knew about the
store room from work grant. Both students
said this was the first and only time they had

taken anything from the store room.
Both students said the storage room door was
unlocked when they took items from it. Kathy
Hylla, who oversees the cafeteria for Food
Service Consultants, said that since these
incidents, she has been trying to keep the
door to the entire loading dock area locked
as much as possible. She added that there
have been no more thefts in recent weeks.
The two students who were caught
stealing both confirmed to the Prep News
that they were caught by cameras. According to Director of Security Charlie Clark, the
cameras used in this case are smaller, cheaper
cameras installed to augment the school’s
permanent system of security cameras. Charlie Clark likened these smaller cameras to
webcams, and said they provide flexibility in
monitoring areas “where there is a problem.”
He said the technology department aided in

the installation of these cameras. Eric Clark
said these cameras can be monitored both in
real time and in review.
Eric Clark said the administration is
discussing with P.E. teachers the possibility
of locking the locker room, which has been
a problem area for theft this year. He said
that while the school is taking measures like
locking doors and using cameras, SLUH’s
main method of deterrence remains student
vigilance.
“It’s up to you guys if you see some
suspicious behavior,” Clark said. “It’s going
to take a village—students, adults, thieves
themselves—to have a change of ways.”
These thefts come in the wake of the
disappearance of almost $1,000 worth of
camera equipment from the yearbook office
and KUHI TV studio. The school is still
unsure of their whereabouts.

(from 2)
the chance to meet them. Laughlin and Bannister said these consultants will be asked to
record impressions of each visiting candidate
for the benefit of the search committee.
“I’m not asking them to vote or pick or
rank, but just to provide feedback,” Laughlin
said. “Different people in a school community have different opinions or thoughts

about what’s important in a principal, so it’s
important to listen to what their impressions
are.”
A source close to the Prep News said
the student committee is scheduled to meet
with several candidates later this month,
suggesting that the field will be narrowed
in the next few weeks.
Bannister said the school would like to

pick a new principal by spring break, but
added that this is not a binding timeline.
Laughlin echoed Bannister’s statement,
saying that speed is not SLUH’s primary
concern.
“I don’t want the timeline to drive the
decision,” Laughlin said. “What’s important
to me is that we find someone who is a good
leader for our school.”

SEARCH
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of the locker room by Berthold Avenue
knocked down, which will be made into a
student common area for homework, lunch,
and activities.
“You advance from one phase to the
next,” said Rankin.
As a part of V2K, Rankin says that this
reconstruction will allow for more locker
room and student space. He hopes that phase
three of this particular project will be completed by the beginning of the 2008-2009
school year.
“It is just a phase, it isn’t the finished
product,” said Rankin.

Mark Your Calendar

The spring Family Mass will be held
on Sunday, Feb.17, 2008 at 9:30 a.m.
in the main chapel. A rosary recitation
will start at 9:15 a.m. All are welcome.
Bring your families.

Senior Mike Sizemore (above) speaks about his service experiences at Holy Trinity grade
school during the Jan. 29 Senior Project Reflection Meeting. Also speaking were seniors
Mike Moffitt, Dave Linhares, and Jim Santel, along with Principal Mary Schenkenberg
and Carl Heumann, S.J. The seniors had returned to school the previous day after a
month of service at various sites throughout the St. Louis area and in Honduras.
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“(Germanese) was probably, of all the
players I’ve had, more in love with the game
of soccer than anybody I knew, Martel said.
“He just loved to play. It was never work for
him.
Germanese appreciated his coaches as
much as they appreciated him.
“The thing I remember most about playing for SLUH was the pride and work ethic
that Coach(es) Martel and Clark preached to
(the) team,” Germanese said. “From them
I learned that if you want to be successful,
you have to work for it, and you have to
constantly push yourself to get better. I have
found this to be a very useful lesson that can
be applied to any aspect of life.”
	In his freshman and sophomore years
at Vanderbilt, Germanese won all sorts of
honors, including SEC Freshman of the Year.
He was also a freshman All-American.
After transferring to Duke for his junior
and senior years, Germanese enjoyed immediate success with the Blue Devils, who
were ACC regular-season and tournament
champions. The 2006 Blue Devils reached
the Elite Eight and were the No. 1-ranked
team in every major publication at the end of
the season. Individually, he earned his third
and fourth Academic All-American honors
while at Duke.
Germanese is focused on the short term
with his soccer career. “I hope to find a spot
on the Revs and contribute in some way
during my rookie season. … I’ll know more
about my future in soccer as my rookie year
progresses,” he said.
“It feels good (to be drafted),” he said,
“but I see this more as a beginning rather
than an end. Most guys who get drafted don’t
make it, and I don’t want getting drafted to
be the highlight of my experience with New
England and MLS. ... I’m going to have to
be in the best fitness and form that I have
ever been if I am going to contribute to the
team this summer.”

(from 6)
Head coach Joe Koestner and Hoffmann
both reminded the teams of how everyone
always wants to beat the best.
“We’ve all got a bullseye on the back
of our heads,” said coach Hoffmann. “We
have got to be careful because everyone is
gunning for us.”
The Portlandbills look to complete their
perfect season against state front-runner
Brandon Mitchener and the Kirkwood Pioneers on Tuesday afternoon.

Quote of the Week:
“Fourteen heart attacks and he had to die in my
week. In my week.”
—Janis Joplin, when ex-president
Dwight D. Eisenhower’s death prevented her photograph appearing on
the cover of Newsweek

palamon
(from 5)
Rather than step up for the game, the Jr. Bills
struggled immensely on offense and turned
in one of the worst games of the year.
        The Cadets came out in a 1-3-1 zone
trap that the Jr. Bills couldn’t handle. SLUH
made quite a few turnovers that led to easy
transition baskets for CBC. For the second
time this season, the Jr. Bills had no answer
for CBC senior guard Karrington Pettiford,
who went for 18 points. No one stepped up
offensively for SLUH, and the Jr. Bills fell
by a final of 52-34.
        “We might have only scored 28 points
at Jeff City,” said Hill, “but I think we played
worse at CBC.”
       The Jr. Bills look to get back on track
tonight as they welcome Vianney at 7 for
Senior Night.
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Chinese New Year

Chinese teacher Ching-ling
Tai and her students ushered
in Chinese New Year yesterday by changing the artwork
that hangs outside the foreign
language and science offices.
Gone is the pig of 2007, and in
its place is this intricate new
artwork in honor of the Year
of the Rat.
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by Matt Bettonville
Friday, February 8
Schedule R
Fresh. English Tutorial
Soph. Bonus Reading Tests
K-12 Submission
NHS Meeting
Junior Retreat Meeting
Mix-It-Up Lunch
IM-Guitar Hero
BB vs. Vianney 7pm
B-BB vs. Vianney 5:30pm
WR @ Sectionals
Cheese Pizza – No Meat
Saturday, February 9
ACT Exam
Boys/Girls Hope Trivia Night
WR @ Sectionals
Sunday, February 10
Mother/Son Mass and Lunch 12:45pm
CISL Speech @ St. Dominic

coach k
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an unusually high final score. He said that
despite a “perceivable shift in officiating,”
the C-Basketbills were able to pull off the
victory.
“Winning that game was a real turning
point for us,” said Kershenski. The victory
led to two more against Lindbergh and
Webster, and additional wins came against
B-teams from Gibault and Jennings.
“We started off pretty badly, but we
came back with (our winning) streak,” said
center Alex Hughes.
Kershenski’s goals at the freshman level
are different from those in upperclassman
sports, and he feels that, although its record

Hockey Playoffs:
Challenge Cup
2008
Up Next for SLUH

—v. Oakville at Affton,
tonight, 8:00
—v. Oakville at South County,
Monday, 8:45 p.m.
source: midstateshockey.org

Night of the Rat
Calendar

Monday, February 11
Schedule R
Junior Whitehouse Retreat
SAC Meeting 7pm
IM-Guitar Hero
Pizza

February 8, 2008
Feb. 8 - Feb. 15
Wednesday, February 13
Schedule R
Junior Whitehouse Retreat
College Visits:
Truman State Univ.
ACES/PAL Session 6:30-8pm
IM-Soccer-Senior
Chicken, Bacon, and Cheese Sandwiches

*Lunch menu subject to change.

Tuesday, February 12
Schedule R
National Math Exam
Junior Whitehouse Retreat
Investment Club Meeting
Rosary
IM-Soccer-Soph.
RB1 vs. Kirkwood (at Vetta Concord)
3:30pm
RB2 @ DeSmet (at Vetta Hampshire)
3:30pm
JV1-RB1 vs. Kirkwood (at Vetta Concord)
3:30pm
JV1-RB2 @ DeSmet 2 (at Vetta Hamp
shire) 3:30pm
BBQ Pork Sandwiches
may not show it, particularly in the MCC, the
team has improved a lot. In most cases where
the Jr. Bills played a team several times, the
second meeting was much closer.
“We’ve really tried to (focus) our goals at
the freshman level to put a priority on player
development and skill development,” said
Kershenski. “This team has made tremendous
improvement.”
Kershenski has drilled his players not
only in skills but also in humility. Coming
off an assistant coaching job at the varsity
level, he has repeatedly told his players that
“the next step is on their own.” The record
may not reflect it, but the potential on the
C-blue basketball team looks promising.

Thursday, February 14
Schedule R
Happy Valentine’s Day
Soph. Class Meeting
Dauphin Players Production: 42nd Street
(Dinner Theater Show)
IM-Guitar Hero
WR @ State Tourney
JV1-RB2 vs. Parkway West (at Vetta Con
cord) 3:30pm
JV3-RB1 vs. Parkway West (at Vetta Con
cord) 3:30pm
Papa John’s Pizza

white-out
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	O’Connell said the season was “very
good; they did a great job. We had eight
guys, (and) everybody played, and everybody
played a lot. There was a lot of improvement
over the whole year.”
As for next year, O’Connell says he
is looking forward to working with a new
group of freshmen. Concerning this year’s
team’s future, he said, “Hard to say. Players
who continue to work hard” will have a good
chance at making the junior varsity team.
“I hope everyone tries out for junior
varsity, and hopefully everyone makes it,”
said Bement.

1. CBC
16. F. H. N.
8. Vianney

2. SLUH
15. Oakville
7. DeSmet
10. Lafayette

5. F. H. C.

3. Ft. Z. W.
14. Fr. Howell
6. Chaminade
11. Pkwy. W.

9. Pkwy. S.

12. Lindbergh
4. Kirkwood
13. Marquette

Challenge Cup Championship
Monday, March 3, 2008, 8:00 p.m.

